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Recruitment of Knee Joint Ligaments

On the basis of earlier reported data on the in vitro kinematics of passive knee-joint motions of four knee specimens, the length changes of ligament fiber bundles were determined by using the points of insertion on the tibia and femur. The kinematic data and the insertions of the ligaments were obtained by using Roentgenstereophotogrammetry. Different fiber bundles of the anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments and the medial and lateral collateral ligaments were identified. On the basis of an assumption for the maximal strain of each ligament fiber bundle during the experiments, the minimal recruitment length and the probability of recruitment were defined and determined. The motions covered the range from extension to 95 degrees flexion and the loading conditions included internal or external moments of 3 Nm and anterior or posterior forces of 30 N. The ligament length and recruitment patterns were found to be consistent for some ligament bundles and less consistent for other ligament bundles. The most posterior bundle of each ligament was recruited in extension and the lower flexion angles, whereas the anterior bundle was recruited for the higher flexion angles. External rotation generally recruited the collateral ligaments, while internal rotation recruited the cruciate ligaments. However, the anterior bundle of the posterior cruciate ligament was recruited with external rotation at the higher flexion angles. At the lower flexion angles, the anterior cruciate and the lateral collateral ligaments were recruited with an anterior force. The recruitment of the posterior cruciate ligament with a posterior force showed that neither its most anterior nor its most posterior bundle was recruited at the lower flexion angles. Hence, the posterior restraint must have been provided by the intermediate fiber bundles, which were not considered in the experiment. At the higher flexion angles, the anterior bundles of the anterior cruciate ligament and the posterior cruciate ligament were found to be recruited with anterior and posterior forces, respectively. The minimal recruitment length and the recruitment probability of ligament fiber bundles are useful parameters for the evaluation of ligament length changes in those experiments where no other method can be used to determine the zero strain lengths, ligament strains and tensions.

Introduction

The passive motion characteristics of the human knee-joint depend on the mechanical and structural interrelation between the articular surfaces, the ligaments and the menisci. Because of the relative incongruency of the articular surfaces, the ligaments play an important role in providing for the passive stability of the joint. For the development of adequate diagnostic and surgical procedures, it is essential to understand the role of individual ligament fiber bundles as motion restraints. A wide range of experimental tools has been used to investigate ligament function. One approach is to measure increases of joint laxity after sequential cutting of the ligaments (e.g., Markolf et al., 1976; Gollehon et al., 1987). Another approach is to measure the reduction of restraining forces or moments after sequential cutting (Butler et al., 1980; Piziali et al., 1980). The latter approach is more suitable for direct quantification of the contribution of a ligament to the motion restraint. Ligament forces have been measured with buckle-transducers attached to ligaments or ligament bundles (Lewis et al., 1982; Ahmed et al., 1987) or estimated by measuring the strains in the bone adjacent to the ligament insertion (France et al., 1983). Several techniques have been used to measure ligament length changes or strains: Roentgenstereophotogrammetry (van Dijk et al., 1979; van Dijk, 1983), six degrees-of-freedom spatial linkages (Hefzy and Grood, 1986), an electromagnetic six degrees-of-freedom digitizer (Sidles et al., 1988), Liquid Metal Strain gauges (Meglan et al., 1985), Hall Effect Strain Transducers (Arms et al., 1983) and omega transducers instrumented with strain gauges (Claes and Schmid, 1985). The Hall Effect Strain Transducers have been applied for in vivo experiments of ACL strain measurements during an arthroscopic procedure (Beynon et al., 1989; Fleming et al., 1989). Henning et al. (1985) proposed a dual technique of measuring in vivo the displacement of a point on the anter-
not show any abnormalities which could have led to exclusion experiments. Roentgenographic and manual examinations did determined from previously reported motion data of in vitro (3 and 4) were from the same donor.

Methods

The major problem in the analysis of length patterns or strain changes is that the measured parameters cannot directly be related to "real" ligament strains or to ligament tensions, if the zero strain or the zero load length of ligament fiber bundles is not determined. Beynnon et al. (1989) and Fleming et al. (1989) determined the zero strain by palpation of the ligament near the transducer and observing the transducer output at the point where the ligament bundle became taut. This is a relatively uncertain procedure because of the very low stiffness of ligamentous tissue at low loads and strains. Arms et al. (1986) cut the ligament loose after the motion experiment and determined the strain for the unloaded situation. The strain readings which were obtained during the motion experiments were corrected with the zero strain value. Due to the visco-elastic behavior of ligamentous tissue, the strain relaxation of a ligament may continue for several hours. Hence, the real zero strain will have an unknown systematic error.

In the present study, an alternative method was introduced to analyze ligament length changes. This method is particularly suited for those experiments where the zero strain is not determined. The minimal recruitment length of a ligament fiber bundle was defined as the minimal straight distance between the insertions which a ligament bundle required to be tensed. A ligament fiber bundle was assumed to be recruited when it was lengthened above its minimal recruitment length. Beyond this length, the bundle could actually have been tensed and could thus have participated in balancing the external loads on the joint. Conversely, it was assumed not to be recruited for lengths below the minimal recruitment length and was thus considered to have been slack. The minimal recruitment length was determined from a series of experimentally obtained ligament bundle lengths, on the basis of an assumption for the maximal strain of a ligament fiber bundle. The ligament length changes and recruitment patterns of ligament fiber bundles of the cruciate ligaments and the collateral ligaments is reported for passive motion patterns of four knee specimens. The ligament recruitment patterns were derived from the ligament length patterns, which were measured with Roentgenstereophotogrammetry (Selvik, 1974, 1989) in an in vitro experiment of passive knee joint motions (Blankveort et al., 1988) in which the insertions of ligament fiber bundles were measured in addition to the kinematic parameters. The use of minimal recruitment length and ligament recruitment can be considered as a concise and illustrative method to analyze and describe the behavior of knee joint ligaments for passive joint motions, lacking the complexity and some of the uncertainties associated with the interpretation of ligament length or strain values.

Table 1 Characteristics of the Tested Knee Joint Specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Left/Right</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Bilateral

The knees were freshly frozen and thawed prior to the experiments. Roentgenographic and manual examinations did not show any abnormalities which could have led to exclusion from the experiment. The knee was cut 15 cm above and below the joint line. All soft tissues, including the skin were left intact. The fibula was fixed to the tibia using a Kirchner wire. Tantalum pellets of 0.8 mm diameter were used as radiopaque markers for the Roentgenstereophotogrammetric measurements. Six of these pellets were fixed into the cortex of each bone using a two-component glue.

The tibia and femur were mounted in a motion and loading apparatus of which a complete description is given by Blankveort et al. (1988). The motion and loading apparatus allowed the joint six degrees-of-freedom of motion. The distal-proximal translation and flexion were realized through a mechanism on the femoral side, and axial rotation, varus-valgus rotation, anterior-posterior translation and medial-lateral translation were realized on the tibial side. The flexion angle could be prescribed in intervals of 5 degrees minimally. Except for some small friction in the ball-bearings of the apparatus, there were no constraints with respect to the remaining five degrees-of-freedom of motion. Through the apparatus, external loads could be applied to the joint. These were internal and external moments (M) of 3 and 6 Nm about the long axis of the tibia, anterior and posterior forces (F) of 30 and 45 N, and axial forces (Fx) along the tibial shaft of 150 and 300 N, and combinations thereof (Fig. 1) (Blankveort et al., 1988). The anterior-posterior forces were directed along the anterior-posterior axis of the tibia as defined for the joint in extension and were independent of the coupled axial rotation of the tibia relative to the femur.

First, the load was applied and then the joint was moved through flexion in sequential flexion steps from extension to approximately 95 degrees flexion. For the unloaded case and the cases with an internal or external moment in combination with axial forces, there were seven flexion positions. With anterior-posterior loads, five flexion positions were used. At each flexion angle, the relative positions of the bones were measured by using Roentgenstereogrammetry (RSP, Selvik, 1974, 1989). The two Roentgen tubes were located in a transverse plane relative to the joint either at the medial or lateral side. The Roentgen films were located on the other side of the joint in a plane parallel to the sagittal plane. The joint specimen and the two roentgen tubes thus formed, by approximation,
Table 2: Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACL</td>
<td>Anterior Cruciate Ligament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCL</td>
<td>Posterior Cruciate Ligament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCL</td>
<td>Lateral Collateral Ligament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCL</td>
<td>Medial Collateral Ligament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCL</td>
<td>Deep (Capsular) fibers of Medial Collateral Ligament</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and two for the deep fiber bundles of the MCL. Peripheral fibers identified for the superficial part of the MCL insertion at the shaft. Hence, for the MCL there were three the medial meniscus, or as the superficial MCL running to the medial bony edge of the tibia just below the insertion areas, ligament fibers could be macroscopically fol­

lowed either as the deep, more-or-less capsular part of the ligament, three femoral insertion areas were identified: pos­

terior and inferior part of the femoral insertion and was followed to its anterior tibial insertion, which was then followed to its posterior tibial insertion. The anterior bundle of the ACL (pAC), which originated from the most posterior-femoral attachment on the femur was identified. The bundle originating from this area could be determined for each lig­

ament fiber bundle. In a joint position where \( L_j > R_j \), the bundle \( j = t \).

With this assumption was that the maximal strain values were represented a ligament bundle, was calculated from the in­

sertion points \( x_{ij} \) on the femur and \( y_{ij} \) on the tibia by:

\[
L_j = |x_{ij} - D - R_{xj}| 
\]

(2)

Minimal Recruitment Length. The minimal recruitment length \( R_j \) of a ligament fiber bundle \( j \) was determined by its maximal length \( L_{max,j} \) as measured in the experiments, and the assumed maximum strain \( \varepsilon_m \). In a particular joint position, the length \( L_j \) of a ligament bundle \( j \), the associated strain \( \varepsilon_j \), and the zero-strain length \( L_0 \) are related by:

\[
\varepsilon_j = (L_j - L_0)/L_0 
\]

(3a)

\[
L_0 = L_j/(1 + \varepsilon_m) 
\]

(3b)

For all loading cases and all flexion positions, the ligament length \( L_j \) was determined by the insertion points of the ligament bundle and the kinematic parameters. For one of these flexion positions the ligament length \( L_j \) was maximal. This maximal length \( L_{max,j} \) was associated with a maximal strain \( \varepsilon_{max,j} \). The central assumption was that the maximal strain values were equal for all ligament bundles; hence \( \varepsilon_{max,j} = \varepsilon_m \). With this maximal strain value, the ligament length for the associated zero strain was then defined as the minimal recruitment length \( R_j \):

\[
R_j = L_{max,j}/(1 + \varepsilon_m) 
\]

(4)

Based on the experimental determination of \( L_{max,j} \) and a particular value for \( \varepsilon_m \), \( R_j \) could be determined for each lig­

ament fiber bundle. In a joint position where \( L_j > R_j \), the bundle was assumed to be recruited. It should be recalled that minimal recruitment length \( R_j \) was not equal to the zero-strain length, since the real value of the maximal strain in each ligament fiber bundle remained unknown.

For the evaluation of the experiments, two levels for the maximal strains were used, \( \varepsilon_m = \varepsilon_0 = 0.05 \) (or 5 percent strain) and \( \varepsilon_m = \varepsilon_0 = 0.10 \) (or 10 percent strain). The 10 percent strain level was chosen a little lower than the failure strain of liga­mentous tissue which was reported by Butler et al. (1986) to
be in the range of 11 to 19 percent. The 5 percent strain level was chosen because of the moderate loading conditions in the experiments (Blankevoort et al., 1988). The associated minimal recruitment lengths are denoted by $R_5$ and $R_{10}$, respectively.

**Recruitment Probability.** The minimal recruitment length was a measure based on an assumed maximal strain $e_m$ which was a priori unknown. For increasing ligament lengths above the minimal recruitment level, there was an increasing probability that the particular ligament bundle was really recruited during the experiments. The recruitment probability $P_j$ for a ligament bundle $j$ was defined by

$$P_j = \frac{(L_j - R_j)}{(e_mR_j)} \text{ for } L_j > R_j,$$

$$P_j = 0 \text{ for } L_j \leq R_j.$$ (5)

With this definition, the recruitment probability $P_j$ will be zero for ligament lengths smaller than the minimal recruitment length and will have the value 1 for the length associated with the assumed maximal strain $e_m$.

**Accuracy.** For one knee specimen (spec. 3), two experimental flexion series were measured twice. One flexion motion was performed with an axial force of 150 N in combination with an internal moment of 3 Nm, and the other with an anterior force of 30 N. This repetition of two experimental series, with a total of 11 flexion positions, showed that the length of a line element could be determined with a standard deviation of 0.3 mm. This implies an accuracy of the relative length change of 0.015 for the shortest ligaments (20 mm) and 0.003 for the longest ligaments (100 mm). The accuracy of the Euler rotations and the translations was found to be better than 0.4 degrees and 0.2 mm, respectively (Blankevoort et al., 1988).

**Results**

**Ligament Insertions and Minimal Recruitment Lengths.** The insertion locations of the identified ligament bundles and the twelve line elements representing these bundles of the four specimens are shown in Figs. 2(a–d). The anatomical differences between the joint specimens which were observed during the identification of the ligament bundles are reflected in this representation for the joint in extension. Note, for instance, the femoral insertion of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) in specimen 1 as compared to the other specimens (yz-view), and femoral insertion of the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) in specimen 4 (xy-view). Surprisingly, the two bilateral specimens 3 and 4 differed remarkably with respect to the orientation of the lateral collateral ligament (LCL) (yz-view).

![Fig. 2(a)](image1)

![Fig. 2(b)](image2)

![Fig. 2(c)](image3)

![Fig. 2(d)](image4)

Fig. 2(a–d) The locations of the ligament insertions and the line elements representing individual fiber bundles of the ligaments of the four specimens from this study. The insertions and line elements are shown relative to the tibial coordinate system and for the joint in extension.

1 = aAC  
2 = pAC  
3 = aPC  
4 = pPC  
5 = aLC  
6 = sLC  
7 = pLC  
8 = aMC  
9 = IMC  
10 = pMC  
11 = aCM  
12 = pCM

(Refer to Table 2 for the meaning of the abbreviations)
The reference ligament bundle lengths for the joints in extension and the minimal recruitment lengths \( R_s \) and \( R_{10} \) for maximal strains \( e_m \) of 5 percent and 10 percent, are listed in Table 3. In the cases where the reference length is lower than the minimal recruitment length, the line element was slack in the neutral extension position. This was the case for PCL and the anterior bundle of the ACL (aAC) with the 5 percent criterion for \( e_m \). The posterior bundle of the LCL (pLC) was assumed to be recruited. In nearly all cases, the line elements of the medial collateral ligament (MCL) were above the minimal recruitment level, whereas the posterior bundle of the deep fibers of the MCL (pCM) was recruited. From equation (4) it can be derived that \( R_s \) is larger than \( R_{10} \), by a factor of approximately 0.05. Hence, by using \( R_{10} \) criterion, more fiber bundles will be assumed recruited, as was the case for the posterior bundle of the PCL (pPC) and the superior bundle of the LCL (sLC) for the joint in extension.

### Length Changes and Ligament Recruitment

The minimal recruitment lengths of the ligament bundles were determined from the lengths of all flexion motions and loading configurations, but only five flexion series with a specific loading configuration were chosen from the study of Blankervoort et al. (1988) to be reported. The reason for this was that the effects of the additional axial forces on the motions and ligament length changes were small relative to the values for flexion with only the internal or external moments of 3 Nm. Also the increase of the axial moment from 3 to 6 Nm and the increase of the anterior-posterior forces from 30 to 45 N did not much change the motion patterns. The five selected flexion motions were thus considered as being representative of the general passive motion characteristics (Blankervoort et al., 1988). The first was a flexion series with no external loads, the second and third were with an internal and external moment of 3 Nm, respectively, and the fourth and fifth were with an anterior and posterior force of 30 N, respectively.

The length changes of the twelve line elements, relative to the lengths in extension, are shown in Figs. 3(a–d) as functions of flexion, for a neutral motion pathway of the four specimens. A neutral motion pathway in this study was a motion from extension to 95 degrees flexion with no external loads, giving no or only small tibial rotations (Blankervoort et al., 1988). The neutral flexion motion was not a highly reproducible motion, as was reflected by the small variations of the axial rotations for repetitive trials (Blankervoort et al., 1988). However, the small variations did not have much effect on the resulting ligament length patterns as was evidenced by standard deviations of the relative length changes of between 0.005 and 0.02 depending on the reference length of the line element. The relative length changes, as compared between the four speci-

### Table 3 Ligament lengths \( L \) at the reference position (extension, unloaded) of the ligament fiber bundles of the four knee specimens and the minimal recruitment lengths \( R_s \) and \( R_{10} \) [mm] of the line elements with a maximal strain level \( e_m \) of 5 and 10 percent, respectively. In case the initial length \( L \) is higher than \( R_s \), the figures for \( L \) are given in bold type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line elem.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aAC</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pAC</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aPC</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aLC</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pLC</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aMC</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>57.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sMC</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>74.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iMC</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pMC</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>104.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aCM</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCM</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3(a) Fig. 3(b) Fig. 3(c) Fig. 3(d)

Fig. 3(a–d) The relative length changes as functions of flexion of the twelve ligament line elements of each knee for a neutral motion pathway, i.e., flexion without external forces.
Fig. 4 Assumed recruitment of the ligament fiber bundles as functions of flexion. For each ligament fiber bundle, the four horizontal bars represent the four individual joint specimens (from top to bottom specimens 1 to 4). With either black or grey is indicated at which flexion angles recruitment is assumed for any of the two assumed maximal strain levels: White: no recruitment
Black: recruitment with assumed maximal strain $e_m = 0.05$
(5 percent)
Black and grey: recruitment with assumed maximal strain $e_m = 0.10$
(10 percent)
(If a ligament fiber bundle is recruited for $e_m = 0.05$, then it also recruited for $e_m = 0.10$.)

mens, were similar for six of the twelve ligament bundles (aPC, pAC, pLC, aMC, pMC and pCM). In at least three of the four specimens, similarity was found in all but two ligament fiber bundles. No consistency was found with respect to the relative length changes of the posterior bundle of the PCL (pPC) and the superior bundle of the LCL (sLC). In each ligament, the relative length of the anterior bundle became higher than that of the posterior bundle as flexion progressed.

The ligament recruitment patterns during flexion are indicated in Fig. 4, where the assumed recruitment of each ligament fiber bundle is indicated for each of the four specimens for both the 5 and 10 percent maximal strain levels. It should be noted that if a ligament fiber is assumed recruited for the 5 percent maximum strain level, it is also assumed recruited for the 10 percent maximum strain level. Sometimes recruitment of a ligament bundle for a particular flexion angle was only found in one or two specimens and sometimes recruitment was found in all four specimens for the low recruitment level $R_1$. Recruitment of the cruciate ligaments depended on the location of the ligament bundle, in the sense that the anterior bundles (aAC, aPC) were recruited for the higher flexion angles and the posterior bundles (pPC, pAC) near extension. The anterior and posterior bundles of the PCL were not recruited over a large flexion range between 10 and 50 degrees of flexion with the 10 percent maximal strain criterion. If the maximal strain level of 5 percent is adopted, the two ACL bundles were also slack over a large flexion range.

The recruitment of the LCL was variable among the four joint specimens, but its posterior bundle (pLC) was not recruited beyond a certain flexion angle with either of the maximal strain levels. The anterior bundle of the MCL (aMC) was recruited over the entire flexion range, whereas the posterior bundle (pMC) was slack for flexion angles over 60 degrees. Of the deep fibers of the MCL (CMCL), only the posterior bundle (pCM) was recruited between extension and 20 degrees flexion.

Ligament Recruitment for Tibial Moments and Anterior-Posterior Forces. The recruitment results for tibial moments and anterior-posterior forces are shown in Fig. 5. The recruitment probability ($e_m = 10\%$) of the ligament fiber bundles at 20 and 90 degrees flexion averaged over the four knee specimens, for external ($-3$ Nm), neutral (0 Nm) and internal ($+3$ Nm) rotation.
the maximal strain in a ligament bundle which might have
occurred during the experiments. The real maximal strain which
had occurred may not have been equal to the assumed maximal
strain. The assumed maximal strain was merely introduced to
indicate some maximum level for ligamentous tissue at
moderate loading conditions. A strain level based on experimentally
determined failure strains for ligamentous tissue may also be
used as the assumed maximal strain. For a ligament bundle
below the minimal recruitment length, the ligament involved
can be considered slack and not recruited. If a ligament bundle
was not slack for lengths below the minimal recruitment length,
then the strain for the observed maximal length will of course
have exceeded the adopted maximum strain level, which would
have led to ligament failure if the assumed maximal strain
was equal to the failure strain. Therefore, the ligament bundle
will certainly be slack if shorter than the minimal recruitment length
given the adopted maximal strain level. On the other hand,
for length values above the minimal recruitment length it is
certain whether a ligament fiber bundle is taut, because
the real maximal strain which has occurred during the exper­
iments might have been much lower than the assumed maximal
strain. Because of this uncertainty, the recruitment probability
was reduced. The higher its value, the higher the chance
that a ligament fiber bundle was not slack but actually re­
cruited.

Due to this aspect of the recruitment probability, the average
recruitment probability of multiple specimens incorporated
the intra-specimen differences. The value zero (white = 0.0 in
Figs. 5 and 6) means that no recruitment was found in any of
the specimens, whereas values between 0.1 and 0.8 (grey) have
a dual meaning in the sense that either one or two specimens
had a high recruitment probability and the others had low
values or the recruitment probability was moderate in all spec­
imens. High values for the average recruitment probability
means that all specimens had a high recruitment probability
was found. A large shift in the average recruitment probability
from low to high values means that there were increasing lig­
ament lengths in the joint specimens.

The idea of using ligament length data to determine at which
joint positions the ligaments were slack or taut on the basis of
the maximal ligament strain originated from Grood et al.
(1983), but they considered only one motion pathway. They
did not expand on this idea in later analyses (Hefzy and Grood,
1986; Hefzy et al., 1986). Arms and Butler (1989) used the
term recruitment in a study which was directed at determining
the recruitment of the individual fiber bundles of the cruciate
ligaments. In order to determine the zero lengths of 15 fiber
bundles representing the ACL and 13 bundles representing the
PCL, they used a mathematical model of the anterior-posterior
motion of the knee at different flexion angles. They combined
a failure criterion of 15 percent strain at maximal anterior-posterior
displacement with the lengths of the bundles at dif­
ferent flexion positions. No account was made of other motions
and the contributions of other joint structures. The predicted
anterior-posterior laxity curves were in the range of those
reported in the literature. No data was reported on the values
of the minimal recruitment lengths of the one specimen which
was used for the anatomical data.

Maximal failure strains of the human ligaments were re­
ported to range between 11 and 30 percent (Butler et al.,
1986; Noyes and Grood, 1976; Trent et al., 1976; Kennedy et al.,
1976). Assuming the physiological loading range of ligaments
and tendons to be about one third of their ultimate strength
(Crisp, 1972; Vidiik, 1980) and regarding their non-linear stress-
strain relationship, values between 5 and 10 percent are rea­
sonable choices for the assumed maximal strains during phy­
siological loading conditions, of which the 10 percent level is
close to the lowest reported failure strains. However, in the
current study the loading conditions were relatively low, the
maximal ligament strain probably had not reached values higher
than 10 percent.
Anatomical differences between the specimens of the insertions and the reference lengths of the ligament fiber bundles were evident. These variations were much larger than the estimated error in the identification of the insertion locations and may, at least partly, have accounted for the quantitative differences of the ligament length patterns. Hefzy and Grood (1986) and Hefzy et al. (1986) showed in their studies on the length patterns of the anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments that, in particular, variations of the femoral insertion location yielded large changes of the length patterns. This was supported by the observations of Sidles et al. (1988) who mapped the potential femoral insertions for the maximal absolute strains for different ranges of motion. In the results of these studies, qualitative as well as quantitative matches can be found with each of the specimens in this study, depending on the choice of tibial and femoral insertions. For this reason it was not surprising that with respect to cruciate ligament behavior, the comparison with other reported length patterns or "strain" changes, qualitative agreement was found as frequently as no agreement at all.

The variations of the relative length patterns between the four specimens is reflected in the variations of the assumed recruitment, although for some bundles quantitative agreement was found. Because of the very low slope for the curve representing the relative length change as functions of flexion, small changes of the minimal recruitment length may have resulted in the high variations of the flexion angle at which ligament recruitment starts. This accounted also for the difference of the recruitment patterns between the 5 and 10 percent maximal strain criteria. Comparing the Figs. 3 and 4, it can be noticed that where the relative length change as functions of flexion was small, the difference between flexion angles at the start or end of the R5 and R10 recruitment was large.

It is a rather surprising finding that, with the 5 percent maximal strain criterion, between 10 and 60 degrees rotation the anterior and posterior bundles of the cruciate ligaments were not recruited for an unloaded flexion motion. Even with the 10 percent maximal strain criterion, the anterior and posterior bundles of the PCL were not recruited between 20 and 50 degrees flexion. This means that the cruciate ligaments did not act as a single link in the guidance of the passive flexion motion, which was implied in the four-bar-linkage model of the knee (Strasser, 1917; Menschik, 1974). The recruitment of fiber bundles within the cruciate ligaments shifts gradually from posterior to anterior, which may be modelled by a shifting link in the four bar linkage model. Although not included in the present study, the intermediate fiber bundles between the most anterior and posterior bundles were probably recruited in the mid-range of flexion.

With regard to the length patterns of the collateral ligaments, there was a good agreement between the specimens in the sense that the length changes of each fiber bundle depended on its relative position in the anterior-posterior direction: the anterior fibers of these ligaments tended to retain their lengths, whereas the posterior fibers tended to relax as flexion increases. This observation is reflected in the recruitment patterns, where the anterior fiber bundles were recruited over the whole flexion range and the recruitment of the posterior fiber bundles was lost beyond a certain flexion angle. There is also a good agreement with the length patterns reported in other studies, qualitatively as well as quantitatively (Walker et al., 1988; Lewis and Lew, 1978; Warren et al., 1974; Bartel et al., 1977).

The average recruitment probability in internal and external rotation showed that, generally speaking, the cruciate ligaments were recruited in internal rotation, while in external rotation the collateral ligaments were recruited. The ACL and the posterior bundle of the PCL (pPC) were recruited with internal rotation. The anterior bundle of the PCL (aPC) behaved differently, since it was recruited with external rotation at the higher flexion angles. Ahmed et al. (1987) also reported this observation for the PCL, but then for the posterior fibers. They used buckle transducers to measure tensions in ligament fiber bundles and their attachment location on the bundle test tube not have been similar to the posterior bundle in this study. The restraining function of the ACL in internal rotation was confirmed by various authors (Gjirgis et al., 1975; Trent et al., 1976) but its significance as a primary stabilizer was questioned (Nielsen et al., 1984; Ahmed et al., 1987; Wang et al., 1973). For the lower flexion angles, the two selected bundles of the ACL were found to be recruited, but the level of recruitment is relatively low. The ACL bundles in between the anterior and posterior bundles may have compensated for this. The posterior bundle of the PCL (pPC), which was expected to cooperate with the ACL as a restraint to internal rotation, did probably transfer its function to the intermediate bundles of the ligament between 20 and 50 degrees flexion, but this remains unclear in view of the reciprocal behavior of the anterior and posterior bundles for axial rotation at 90 degrees flexion.

The MCL was thought to be the supporting restraint to internal rotation as was discussed by Ahmed et al. (1987), who measured tensions in the MCL for internal and external rotations. For external rotation the tensions were higher than for internal rotation, a finding which was supported by this study. Not supported was the finding of Ahmed et al. (1987), that the tensions for neutral tibial rotation were lower than for internal or external rotation. In this study a gradual decrease of MCL recruitment was found from external to internal rotation. This discrepancy can be explained by the bony edge of the tibia which was not taken into account in this study. Direct strain or tension measurements would be more reliable in this respect. There were also contradictory results in the literature with respect to MCL function: external restraining function (Warren et al., 1974; Jasty et al., 1982) as well as internal restraining function (Seering et al., 1980; Markolf et al., 1976) were reported. The results of this study supported only the external restraining function of the deep and superficial fibers of the MCL.

The results of the ligament recruitment with anterior-posterior forces were influenced by the coupled axial rotations which occurred, resulting in similar recruitment patterns for the cruciate ligaments and the LCL. With an anterior force at the lower flexion angles, the ACL and the MCL were recruited, while for the higher flexion angles only the anterior bundle of the ACL (aAC) may have acted as a restraint to anterior translation. With a posterior force at 20 degrees flexion, the anterior and posterior bundles of the PCL remained slack and only the lateral collateral ligament was recruited. Again the intermediate bundles of the PCL, which were not included in this study, might have contributed to the posterior restraint. The coupled external rotation was not sufficient to recruit the medial collateral ligament as well. For 90 degrees flexion the major restraint to a posterior force was the anterior bundle of the PCL (aPC). The role of the cruciate ligaments as anterior-posterior restraints and its dependence on the flexion angle was generally accepted and supported by substantial experimental data (Butler et al., 1980; Piziali et al., 1980; Fukubayashi et al., 1982; Markolf et al., 1976). For design and evaluation of clinical diagnostic tests, the results indicated that the ACL should be tested at 20 degrees flexion, since its posterior bundle will progressively loose function with increasing flexion. The recruitment of the MCL at 20 degrees flexion might be a complicating factor in the anterior laxity test at this joint position. For diagnosing partial tears, an additional test at 90 degrees flexion will reveal the status of the anterior bundle of the ACL (aAC). The PCL should be tested at 90 degrees flexion, where both the posterior (pPC) and the anterior (aPC) bundle were found to be recruited, the aPC being less variable between the different specimens than the pPC.

Generally, in all studies on ligament length patterns or lig-
ament strains, a quantitative interpretation of the experimental results in terms of restraints to motions is difficult, not only because of the unknown initial strain or zero-load lengths of the ligaments. The restraining capacity of the ligaments do not only depend on the ligament tensions. The effectiveness of the ligament forces in restraining a particular motion depends also on its three dimensional orientation. The anterior bundle of the PCL (aPC), for example, can be expected to sustain the highest tension in full flexion, but will act merely as to compress the joint surfaces, since its orientation will be nearly parallel with the tibial axis. Secondly, the restraint to rotations, such as internal or external rotation of the tibia with respect to the femur, also depends on the relative position of the restraining ligaments of which the tensions contribute to the restraining moment through the moment arm. The restraining function of the cruciate ligaments for internal rotation is probably limited by the small moment arm between both ligaments or between a ligament and the rotation axis for axial rotations (de Lange et al., 1982). Another restraining mechanism should then assist. In external rotation the collateral ligaments are the restraining structures, in which case the moment arm is relatively large.

As shown in the present study, the choice of a limited number of bundles for a ligament gives rise to complications in the interpretation of the ligament length changes as reflections of the whole ligament mechanics. By using the concept of the minimal recruitment length, it was revealed that the most anterior and posterior bundles of the cruciate ligaments may not have been representative for the function of the ligament as a whole. This means that intermediate bundles should be taken into account as well. This as a complicating factor in those studies where the ligament strains or forces are measured by transducers attached to the superficial ligament bundles (e.g., Ahmed et al., 1987; Arms et al., 1984). Hence, the recently introduced internal force transducer for ligaments and tendons might be a good alternative for these methods (Gios et al., 1990), although the identification and the precise placement of the transducer inside a ligament is a problem that has to be solved.

Ligament strains and tensions are both the cause and the effect of joint motions in some kind of feedback mechanism. If a load is applied to the joint, the joint will move, whereby the ligaments are strained. By straining the ligaments, increasing tensions are produced, which affect the motions and thus the ligament strains and tensions. Ligament function studies, including this study, which address either the causes or the effects, remain limited as means to give insight in these complex relations. The interaction with other joint structures as the menisci and the articular surfaces play an important role (Blankveerto et al., 1989). However, this study did show the versatility of the minimal recruitment length and the recruitment probability as parameters in studies on ligament lengths and strains. The two recruitment parameters were based on an objective estimate for the "real" maximal strain. It may be a concise method for future ligament strain analyses where no additional data is generated with respect to the "real" zero strain lengths of the ligaments.
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ERRATUM


p. 242. §2.1. The coefficient $b_0$ in equation (5) is: $b_0 = \frac{1}{2X + 3}$.

p. 243. §2.2. In equation (15), the coefficient $5_1$ is: $5_1 = \frac{4 (K_2 K_3 - K_1 K_4)}{3}$.

Equation (16) should read:

$M = a_0 (X - 1) - \frac{a_0^2 (K_2/3)^2 - 1}{20 K_1 + \frac{a_0^2}{48} 2_{a_0}^2 |K_1 - K_3 + (6_1 + e_2/8)/45 2_{a_0}| \left[10_1 (5/c_2 - c_2^2) + (36_2^2 - K_2^2 + 15/c_2) 6_2^2/4 \right]_{10_1 \sqrt{A_1 V/A} + \sqrt{A_1}}}$

The $[/i]_{oo}$ limit is reached within five percent when $e$ is 0.8.

Equation (19) is:

$R_1 = \frac{(2X + 3)^2 (19X + 16)^2 (7201 X^2 + 18528X + 12096)}{256 (38 X^2 + 89X + 48)^2}$.

p. 244. In the caption for Fig. 1: $\pm E_S = 9 \times 10^6 N/m$.

p. 245. Glutaraldehyde Hardening: Erythrocytes are centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min.

p. 247. §4.2.1. Equation (27) is: $l/A = \exp [8] = \frac{37X + 31}{120}$.

p. 247. §4.2.2. Last sentence: ... observing a nonlinear variation of $Y$ versus $\{\}$. 

p. 248. In Tables 2 and 3, $n$ is expressed in mPa.s.

p. 247. Table 1: Shear elastic modulus values of suspensions of different normal erythrocytes suspended in viscous Dextran solutions at haematocrits 6, 9, 12 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dex. Viscosity</th>
<th>Donor Date</th>
<th>Haem. 6%</th>
<th>Haem. 9%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.8 mPa.s</td>
<td>D1 dl</td>
<td>3.0-1.1</td>
<td>3.2-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 mPa.s</td>
<td>D2 d2</td>
<td>3.7-2.4</td>
<td>3.5-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.9 mPa.s</td>
<td>D2 d3</td>
<td>4.2-1.7</td>
<td>3.0-1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.7 mPa.s</td>
<td>D3 d4</td>
<td>4.1-2.2</td>
<td>3.4-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.4 mPa.s</td>
<td>D3 d5</td>
<td>4.5-2.8</td>
<td>2.7±0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Haem. 12% | Mo-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.0-1.1</td>
<td>4.2-1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1-2.2</td>
<td>3.0-1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| E_s (10^6 N/m) | Mo-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.8±0.3</td>
<td>3.0±0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0±0.45</td>
<td>3.2±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8±0.6</td>
<td>3.4±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9±0.45</td>
<td>2.7±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7±0.4</td>
<td>4.5-2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>